Welcome to

5th International Workshop on Traceability in Emerging Forms of Software Engineering (TEFSE’09)

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
TEFSE Goals

- Bring together researchers and practitioners working in traceability
- Promote interaction
- Focus on emerging form on traceability
TEFSE Topics

- Definitions of traceability models
- Traceability between artifacts and processes
- The semantics of traceability links
- Recovery and evolution of traceability links
- Visualization of traceability links
TEFSE Organization

- General Chair:
  - Giuliano Antoniol

- Program Co-chairs:
  - Rocco Oliveto
  - Denys Poshyvanyk

- Web-master
  - Meghan Revelle
SOCIAL Event

- The Fish House in Stanley Park
  - We need the final tally ...

- 20 minute walk (Giulio estimation!)

- Reservation for TEFSE – 19:00
TEFSE’09 Program

- 12 submissions
- 11 accepted papers:
  - 3 full
  - 8 short
- 31 authors
- 24 participants
- Countries:
  - Japan
  - Korea
  - Germany
  - USA
TEFSE PC

- Brian Berenbach
- Janet Burge
- Jane Cleland-Huang
- Andrea De Lucia
- Arie van Deursen
- Massimiliano Di Penta
- Alexander Egyed
- Olly Gotel
- Mark Grechanik

- Yann-Gaël Guéhéneuc
- Jane Hayes
- Huzefa Kagdi
- Marco Lormans
- Patrick Mader
- Jonathan Maletic
- Andrian Marcus
- George Spanoudakis
- Andrea Zisman
TEFSE’09 Program

- Session 1: 9:00-10:30am
  - Experience Reports and Future Trends
- Session 2: 11:00-12:30pm
  - Traceability Models and Techniques
- Session 3: 2:00-3:30pm
  - Traceability Recovery and Evolution
- Industry panel & challenge: 4:00-5:00pm
- Closing remarks: 5:00-5:30pm
THANKS

- PC members
- TEFSE steering committee
- ICSE’09 organizers